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Abstract 
With the rapid pace of technological innovation, traditional methods of policy formation and 
legislating are becoming conspicuously anachronistic. The need for regulatory choices to be made to 
counter the deadening effect of regulatory lag is more important to developing markets and fostering 
growth than achieving one-off regulatory perfection. This article advances scholarship on innovation 
policy and the regulation of technological innovation in the European Union. It does so by considering 
what building an agile yet robust anticipatory governance regulatory culture involves. It systematically 
excavates a variety of tools and elements that are being put into use in inventive ways and argues that 
these need to be more cohesively and systemically integrated into jurisdictions’ regulatory toolbox. 
Approaches covered include strategic foresight, the critical embrace of iterative policy development 
and regulatory learning in the face of uncertainty and the embrace of bottom-up approaches to co-
creation of policy such as Policy Labs and the testing and regulatory learning through pilot regulation 
and experimentation. The growing use of regulatory sandboxes as an EU policy tool to boost 
innovation and navigate regulatory complexity as seen in the EU AI Act is also probed.  
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1 Introduction  
 
The speed of advances in the innovation age throws up both regulatory ambiguity for existing 
regulation and multifaceted challenges for new policy design. Regulators need to ensure that they are 
not outpaced by innovation thereby impeding responsible market development. But should they not 
be aiming higher? How can they anticipate what is coming next? This means asking how do we flip the 
problem of regulatory lag in the sphere of technological innovation so that rather than trying to merely 
keep up, continuous processes of regulatory foresight and experimentation become integral to the 
solution, transforming the business of regulatory policy formation and fundamentally altering its 
dynamic. This article contends that policymakers need to go beyond keeping pace with what has 
emerged. Instead they need to embrace an imaginative, forward-driven, anticipatory governance 
culture that proactively anticipates innovation and engages with it head on. Anticipatory governance 
can lead to bold new and imaginative approaches to policy design; combining both evidence and 
informed speculation about what the future holds and how policy should shape it. Anticipatory 
governance for innovation provides the tools to address the lag caused by innovation outpacing 
regulation and policy. Furthermore, this type of future-thinking regulatory mindset can help to 
proactively foster innovation and catalyse the development of new markets for it. That said, assuming 
that new policy actions or regulatory interventions are an inevitable immediate outcome of foresight 
processes is to misconceive the full continuum of approaches within which anticipatory governance 
operates and the relevance of an assessment of readiness. Anticipatory governance is timely but not 
hasty. Reflecting that, in the first instance anticipatory governance foresight functionality may usefully 
yield a direction of resources and capacity-building around early emerging innovation and potential 
policy issues.  
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Reflecting the status quo on the ground where anticipatory governance is new and far from 
firmly established, scholarship on anticipatory governance including policy labs and other forms of 
regulatory learning is still very much at an emerging stage. In discussing how innovation policy and 
regulation is made, this article advances the literature and contributes to debate on innovation policy. 
Anticipatory governance can be considered qua meta-regulation, meta-regulation being used here in 
Peter Grabosky’s sense of the study of regulation, not just as something that applies to certain actors, 
but also as a system (applied to a sub-field of regulation or policymaking) that can itself be studied in 
its own right.1. Here the aim is to give a systems view of anticipatory governance while also drilling 
down into its constituent parts. 

An anticipatory governance approach calls for a mindset of considerable openness to taking 

calculated risks in trying timely fresh approaches to devising regulatory policy for innovation, rather 

than simply relying on tried and tested but less than agile routes to policy development. Breaking 

down anticipatory governance, it is postulated here that three key elements form the triumvirate of 

anticipatory governance – regulatory foresight, regulatory experimentation and regulatory learning. 

Calling for the embedding of a robust anticipatory governance culture around innovation, this article 

unpacks how new experimental policy modalities are beginning to manifest and considers their 

suitability to tackle future-planning for innovation. This requires a regulatory vision that embraces 

future-scanning, collaborative iteration and participatory policy design where the process of 

policymaking is not viewed as linear. Furthermore, leaving behind top-down regulation, new actors 

can come to the fore in bottom-up construction of the way forward and its policy dimensions as 

experimental and creative methods are used to imaginatively and iteratively envision versions of the 

future and their consequences.  

It is understandable that policymakers and regulators coming from a traditional culture of top-

down regulation worry about getting it wrong in taking a stand on technology, but this is not the 

mindset of anticipatory governance which focuses on direction and collaboration not perfection. The 

direction of travel should be towards an anticipatory governance culture that is not simply focused on 

short-term predictability but is comfortable with probing what Pólova and Nascimento term ‘tangible 

speculative futures’.2 As the Organisation for Economic Co-operation (‘OECD’) notes, ‘[s]trategic 

foresight is a structured and systematic way of using ideas about the future to anticipate and better 

prepare for change. It is about exploring different plausible futures that could arise, and the 

opportunities and challenges they could present. We then use those ideas to make better decisions 

and act now.’3 Experimentation designed to facilitate innovation such as regulatory sandboxes and 

trialling pilot regulations can yield insights that provide huge regulatory learning value to regulators 

around the efficacies and gaps in regulation. The advantages of such small-scale experimentation are 

the rapid feedback gained while also limiting the cost of both regulatory and innovator failure.4 

Section 2 begins by introducing the widening regulatory gap that innovation brings, leading to 

the regulatory, market and societal problem of regulatory lag. From there Section 3 gives an exposition 

of the elements needed to build a robust anticipatory governance regulatory culture that keeps pace 

with innovation. This section draws on developments that are taking place in increasing pockets 

around the globe in order to identify the key elements of an anticipatory governance regulatory 

culture. Section 4 introduces the concept of regulatory foresight–the first element of the anticipatory 

governance triumvirate–while Section 5 discusses iterative policy development as a means of 

refinement and iteration amid uncertainty. From there we explore in Section 6 the emergence of 

 
1 Grabosky (2017). See also Morgan (2003). Meta regulation, has, for example, been studied in the context of a better 
regulation agenda around public health: Lauber and Brooks (2023).  
2 Pólova and Nascimento (2021), p. 2. 
3 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2023).  
4 Lee and Ling (2020). 
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regulatory experimentation, the second element of the anticipatory governance triumvirate. Relevant 

experimentation mechanisms explored include regulatory sandboxes, pilot regulation, policy labs and 

experimentation clauses. These constitute collaborative, creative mechanisms for policy 

development, not only to boost innovation, but to generate regulatory learning, the third element of 

the anticipatory governance triumvirate. Regulatory learning as a practice is further explored in 

Section 7. Section 8 confronts some challenges for anticipatory governance as it emerges including 

the question of how to evaluate the effectiveness of anticipatory governance in a given system. The 

Conclusion provides some final thoughts concerning the contribution and future evolution of 

anticipatory governance as a culture to proactively anticipate and engage with the challenges 

presented by innovation.  

2 The Widening Regulatory Gap That Innovation Brings  
 

Well-timed, proportionate regulation for innovation represents the Holy Grail. In an unregulated 

market moral hazard applies and detrimental societal impacts may result from regulatory gaps which 

highlight the costs of under-regulation. Meanwhile regulatory uncertainty around how a pre-existing 

regulatory framework applies to innovation adds to the costs of market entry. Over-regulation may 

deter market entry due to the regulatory barriers to entry being too high as compared with other 

markets. Furthermore, some forms of regulation attract various negative labels such as red tape, 

regulatory burden, over-regulation or ‘juridification’.5 Calibrating regulation for innovation is thus 

inherently difficult.  

Gaps in regulation create uncertainty which operates as an invisible but significant roadblock 

hampering the normal functioning of the innovation cycle, often negatively impacting through 

immeasurable foregone opportunities of societal benefit from commercialisation and associated 

wealth creation that would otherwise have occurred. However, the impacts of regulatory gaps may 

not fall uniformly: when regulatory lag occurs, legacy regulatory frameworks may favour incumbents.6 

Arbitrage is the trading phenomenon of buying and selling currencies, equities or commodities, 

leveraging favourable price differences across markets. Similarly, regulatory lag across jurisdictions 

may be exploited for gain through the phenomenon of regulatory arbitrage.7 Regulatory arbitrage 

occurs where firms seek to capitalise on differing levels of regulation across states in order to site their 

business in a location which offers the least onerous regulatory framework, thereby reducing 

regulatory costs. Market fragmentation is a typical problem in the European Union, enabling location 

selection choices by market entrants among regimes with differing levels of market intervention. The 

game of regulatory arbitrage can be substantially reduced where maximum regulatory harmonisation 

frameworks exist for innovation, as highlighted by the EU AI Act.8 However, in many areas no such 

framework exists and policy formulation processes are drawn out. 

We are faced with a widening 21st century regulation gap around technological innovation as 

regulation is unmatched by the sheer pace and transformative impact of disruptive innovation. This 

matters for the robustness and agility of a legal system but it also has considerable social and 

economic ripples because innovation drives social and economic progress. An inescapable truth is that 

innovation, be it nanotechnologies, blockchain, Internet of Things or the transformative power of 

Artificial Intelligence (‘AI’), is radically disrupting the worlds of healthcare, manufacturing and finance 

to name but a few. Robotics are automating manufacturing and assembly processes. Technological 

 
5 Teubner (1998), pp 389-440.  
6 Ahern (2018); Clements (2023). 
7 Pollman (2019); Ahern (2021). 
8 European Commission (2021). 
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change is constantly driving and refining new business models as seen in AI-driven fintech and markets 

in DLT-based cryptocurrencies which shake up traditional banking and investment markets, bringing 

both potential benefits and risks.9 New fintech business models have arrived such as peer-to-peer 

lending, banking as a service and Buy Now, Pay Later (a trending payment model where consumers 

are offered the opportunity to order and receive goods up-front and pay for them in instalments, 

conveniently avoiding existing lending rulebooks).10  

The speed of innovation adds immeasurably to the regulatory challenge. This is where 

policymakers and regulators flounder as the pacing problem leads to regulation that is either too hot 

or too cold in temperature rather than about right. The quandary is that regulating too early may stifle 

the innovation lifecycle and deter investment needed to grow innovation. By contrast, delaying and 

regulating too late risks investments being stranded.11 The pacing problem also brings to the fore the 

so-called ‘Collingridge Dilemma’12 whereby to wait too long to regulate is to let technology take hold 

in society and the economy, making exerting subsequent control over it very difficult. The evolution 

of BigTech platform models is a case in point. Then there is the challenge of devising proportionate 

regulation that is neither too lenient nor too harsh. Timing and regulatory content are thus complex 

variables for policymakers to confront.  

Some states may be content to play a waiting game to observe what leader states (or the EU) 

does rather than risk their efforts being viewed as ill-judged. A passive ‘wait and see’ approach is one 

form of under-regulation. One step up is ‘light touch’ regulation through low intervention. This may 

encourage initial market entry by innovators due to low regulatory costs for market entry. However, 

technological innovation is never fully fathomable and a hands-off regulatory approach that fails to 

continually fully engage with risks inherent in emerging business models may come acropper. The 

collapse of the FTX trading platform for cryptocurrencies in late 2022 and founder Sam Bankman-

Fried’s subsequent conviction for fraud and money laundering13 made plain to many regulators that 

leaving the crypto sector to operate outside the regulatory perimeter was no longer an option, not 

least given the potential impacts on financial stability.14  

The stakes in regulating innovation are very high. Yet at the same time there are many 

unknowns for policymakers and regulators exploring unfamiliar regulatory territory in relation to new 

technologies, their uses and unpredictable effects on society and the economy. All of this helps to 

explain the widening regulatory gap that innovation brings. In the words of the acclaimed regulatory 

scholar, John Braithwaite, [‘r]egulation is hard to do well – politically hard, technically hard, legally 

hard’.15 Devising regulation brings with it a dynamic tension: aiming to reduce risk comes with the 

possibility that public benefit may also be cut down in both foreseen and unforeseen ways. There is 

also an additional danger that complexities and uncertainties around innovation may cause 

policymakers to ‘pivot according to political winds.’16 This has been seen with regulatory volte faces 

around crypto-assets.17 In 2023 the European Union was the first major jurisdiction to regulate crypto-

assets in the form of the Markets in Crypto-Assets Regulation (‘MICA’),18 a key deliverable of the Digital 

Finance Strategy.19 Yet, prior to 2017, jurisdictions globally saw Distributed Ledger Technologies as 

 
9 Distributed Ledger Technologies (‘DLT’). 
10 Gerrans, Baur and Lavagna-Slater (2022); Ahern (2023). 
11 Regulatory Horizons Council (2022), p. 7.  
12 Collingridge (1980), p. 19.  
13 Miller J and Oliver J, ‘Sam Bankman-Fried convicted of fraud over FTX collapse’ Financial Times 3 November 2023 
https://www.ft.com/content/24d153b0-0c28-4946-acbe-2e93329bca52. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
14 That has not simplified the issue of how to classify and regulate it. 
15 Braithwaite(2008), p. 62. 
16 Tõnurist and Hanson (2020), p. 13. 
17 Arner et al. (2023). 
18 Markets in Crypto-Assets Regulation (EU) 2023/1114 (‘MICA’). 
19 European Commission (2020). 

https://www.ft.com/content/24d153b0-0c28-4946-acbe-2e93329bca52
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too immature in their potential applications to financial markets consider regulating.20 Regulators 

were somewhat on the backfoot as it was only when the markets erupted with Initial Coin Offerings 

that a tipping point catalysed and they began to realise that they needed to consider regulatory 

opportunities and risks.21  

The above discussion illustrates the multi-faceted complexities associated with regulating 

innovation. For present purposes the focus is on one specific angle which boils down to the regulatory 

difficulty of anticipating what comes next with innovation and its applications. Failure to anticipate 

what is coming down the tracks exponentially expands the widening regulatory gap that already exists 

around new and disruptive innovation. There is a certain inevitability about anticipation failure around 

innovation where policymaking methods deployed are centralised, traditional and inflexible and thus 

non-agile and suboptimal at addressing existing innovation that is available, never mind emergent 

innovation that is in flux, nascent innovation and stepping up to the mega challenge of anticipating 

what comes next. In determining how to approach innovation, the content of regulation is non-trivial. 

But the meta-regulation question which this article is invested in is ‘the how’ rather than the ‘what’ - 

how in a given regulatory system regulatory responses to innovation can be temporally arrived at in a 

manner that overcomes the pacing problem. This fundamental question therefore presents a problem 

of process and method, not just substance. As Nesta, an influential UK innovation agency has declared, 

the challenges brought by innovation ‘require new regulatory practices and stances, not just (or 

always) new regulatory initiatives or bodies.’22 Given the limitations associated with existing policy 

and regulatory processes to really act as a positive catalyst of events by taking the bull by the horns 

around innovation to stay ahead of the curve, states ought to be investigating embedding the building 

blocks of an anticipatory regulatory governance culture. 

 

3 Building a Robust Anticipatory Innovation Governance Regulatory Culture  
 

In jurisdictions where anticipatory governance is not in place, policymakers are typically briefed on 

developments that are already market-ready or on the market. That scenario is a back foot, reactive 

one for policymakers rather than a proactive one. To be responsive rather than reactive to 

technological innovation we need a form of regulatory culture that leans into the inevitable 

uncertainty around how technology will evolve, its use and the risks it presents, rather than choosing 

to simply stand back and wait for it to become more established. Anticipatory governance is defined 

by the OECD as the ‘systematic embedding and application of strategic foresight throughout the entire 

governance architecture, including policy analysis, engagement, and decision-making.’23 Foresight is 

central. In line with that, jurisdictions with such a culture will be more likely to have understood the 

potential trajectory of innovation at a much earlier stage and potentially to have dipped their toe into 

policymaking waters in one form or another. This is because a systematic anticipatory innovation 

governance culture looks down the line at near future scenarios and probes them thoroughly. In 

essence, an anticipatory regulatory governance culture allows a country to first, proactively look down 

the horizon and second, to respond in a nimble fashion including through identifying new priorities 

and harnessing inventive regulatory craft to iterate anticipatory governance. Intrinsic to this is a 

regulatory culture of experimentation and iteration. Thus far the anticipatory governance movement 

remains at an early stage--anticipatory governance has been embedded in a few countries for years 

but is now on the cusp of breaking into the mainstream. Countries that have been pioneers and are 

 
20 Ferreira and Sandner (2021). 
21 Ferreira and Sandner (2021). 
22 Armstrong et al. (2019), p. 5. 
23 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2019), p. 3. 
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leading out in this sphere include Australia, Canada, Estonia, Finland and Singapore. Jurisdictions 

averring to be advocates of agile governance are often in the early stages. They may be ‘talking the 

talk’ but ‘walking the walk’ and the achievement of tangible outputs takes time. Assisting with this, 

best practices are beginning to being disseminated in networks such as the OECD’s Government 

Foresight Community24 and the European Commission’s EU-wide Foresight Network.25 Meanwhile 

pockets of scholarship26 across disciplines and policy reports27 on anticipatory governance have been 

slowly building over the last number of years. With the growth in interest in how to confront the 

pacing problem for new technologies, it is timely to advance the conceptualisation and understanding 

of the new anticipatory governance as an adaptive solution to both keeping pace and winning at 

regulation. 

Taxonomically, it is posited here that three elements (discussed in detail in subsequent 

sections) come together to form the triumvirate of anticipatory governance – regulatory foresight, 

regulatory experimentation and regulatory learning. An anticipatory governance approach involves 

embedding methods into regulatory culture for thinking not only about regulating new or emerging 

technologies but also about the opportunities and potential applications (as well as the risks) of 

emergent technologies that have not fully materialised yet. This starts with the right mindset. 

Anticipatory governance at its best is supply-led, proceeding based on intelligence gathered from 

foresight activities. As regards governance, reflecting its anticipatory nature, anticipatory governance 

does not simply wait for policy gaps to open up, it boldly leads. Policymakers should ‘not only forecast, 

but also prepare for and respond’.28 The Trojan princess Cassandra suffered the fate of being able to 

see the future but being ignored. If this occurs in relation to what foresight activities portend, it is a 

waste of resources. 

Anticipatory governance legitimises a capacity-building and policy focus beyond the present 

or immediate future. Resources are devoted to a deep dive imagining of what a future or alternative 

futures could look like with contributions made by innovation advances. For instance, within the deep 

tech space, quantum computing, although far from reaching its intended potential, is getting closer 

every day and the science is beginning to mature such that its technological applications in the next 

few years can now be envisaged. In framing anticipatory governance below as a new style of 

regulatory culture, it is important to emphasise that regulatory agility involves a smart flexibility of 

approach. Quick fire policy changes in complex fields of innovation that are still in the early stage of 

evolution are by no means frequent, nor should they be. Policymakers still need to look before they 

leap and to invoke the precautionary principle as needed. But as detailed below, where appropriate, 

a foresight-informed, iterative approach to policymaking can be activated to be bolder than a 

traditional incremental one whereby policy is marginally adjusted gradually over time.  

As such, the aims of regulation within anticipatory governance can be bigger because 

adjustments and fine-tuning can be more rapidly undertaken in response to operational signals 

received. Within this policy agenda, policymakers and the public sector participate in new methods. 

Iterative policymaking shows the public sector responding to the impetus of technological innovation 

with innovation of their own, an occurrence that falls neatly within the Schumpeter thesis of 

innovation as a process of creative destruction.29 The way in which innovation policy and regulation is 

iterated within anticipatory governance chimes with the contemporary understanding in regulatory 

 
24 https://www.oecd.org/strategic-foresight/ourwork/. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
25 https://commission.europa.eu/strategy-and-policy/strategic-planning/strategic-foresight_en#eu-wide-foresight-
network. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
26 Fuerth and Faber (2013); Cagnin et al. (2013); Guston (2014); Kimbell and Bailey (2017); Kwek and Parkash (2020). 
27 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2019); Kert et al. (2022); European Commission (2023d). 
28 ElZarrad et al. (2022), p. 1333. 
29 Schumpeter (2008). 

https://www.oecd.org/strategic-foresight/ourwork/
https://commission.europa.eu/strategy-and-policy/strategic-planning/strategic-foresight_en%23eu-wide-foresight-network
https://commission.europa.eu/strategy-and-policy/strategic-planning/strategic-foresight_en%23eu-wide-foresight-network
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theory that regulation is layered with ‘multiple levels and sources’.30 Thus an anticipatory governance 

culture is comfortable with elements of polycentric governance and networked governance being at 

play.31  

The rationale for building a robust, anticipatory governance regulatory culture has both public 

interest and economic roots. Parker and Braithwaite famously described regulation in terms of its 

power to ‘influenc[e] the flow of events’.32 This resonates here. Outcomes of anticipatory governance 

do not only relate to pre-emptive risk mitigation. Regulatory foresight activities can drive well-

calibrated regulatory policy initiatives on the supply-side that promote innovation and attract 

innovators and investors. The resulting market-building benefits qualify supremely as influencing the 

flow of market events. Such considerations are evident in the UK Financial Conduct Authority’s 

decision to propose regulating fiat-backed Stablecoins with a view to harnessing a market for early-

adopters while mitigating potential risks.33 Regulation within an anticipatory governance culture is 

thus not only concerned with fixing market failures, but also about anticipating and facilitating the 

creation of new markets for innovation and delivery of societal benefits.34 An anticipatory governance 

approach is also consistent with the perspective that regulation is not just about risk reduction, it is 

also about ‘governments’ need to demonstrate their mastery over uncertainty’.35 

While the justification for anticipatory governance for innovation is clear, how should an 

anticipatory governance culture be rolled out? Should an anticipatory governance culture be formally 

framed within a new set of provisions? This has not typically been the case in countries that have 

begun to embrace it. Arguably the various elements of what constitutes an anticipatory governance 

culture do not need to be framed into hard law. Doing so could institute a counter-productive, rigid 

straitjacket that would be too restrictive, particularly given the early stage of evolution of anticipatory 

governance. Moreover, the tenets of anticipatory governance are more about attitudes than rules. By 

contrast, a set of flexible guiding principles or a soft code of practice with general principles around 

anticipatory governance could be helpful in inculcating this culture. To that end, five key guiding tenets 

of an agile, anticipatory governance culture are posited here as follows: 

(i) Anticipatory governance work begins with an open mind as to both the opportunities and the 

risks of a potential innovation or application of one and how they balance each other; 

(ii) Anticipatory governance foresight activities embrace new forms of inputs and evidence to 

evaluate potential futures and their impacts; 

(iii) In response to an anticipated innovation stimulus, anticipatory governance evaluates what if 

any policy response is merited and when; 

(iv) Anticipatory governance looks to create policy that works for cutting-edge innovation through 

trialling iterative approaches to regulatory policy development that allow for mutual 

regulator-stakeholder learning; 

(v) Anticipatory governance is a reflective practice that is open to incorporating insights from 

regulatory learning and new information on innovation capabilities and application. 

Even if the rationale for anticipatory governance and its key tenets are clear, laying the right 

groundwork requires meticulous attention to detail in terms of structures, interactions and decision-

making. Building a strong anticipatory governance regulatory culture necessitates intentional and 

focused work to develop the right structures, approaches and resources. A good regulatory foresight 

 
30 Drahos and Krygier (2017), pp 6-7. 
31 McGann et al. (2018). 
32 Parker and Braithwaite (2003), p. 119. 
33 Financial Conduct Authority (2023a). 
34 Prosser (2006).  
35 Haine (2017), p. 192. 
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unit firing on all cylinders is by nature resource-heavy. Building an anticipatory governance regulatory 

culture which enshrines not just horizon-scanning but collaborative, inter-disciplinary iterative 

approaches to policy development requires thinking about public service architecture. Furthermore, 

while an anticipatory governance culture has the potential to deliver imaginative strategies, policies 

and regulation, this type of culture is new and needs to be robustly embedded in a governance system 

with end to end buy-in for beneficial impacts to occur.  

An obvious challenge which presents here is organisational cultural and technological 

readiness to embrace anticipatory governance for innovation.36 The culture of governmental 

policymaking may prove resistant to the requisite shake-up needed to integrate a holistic anticipatory 

regulatory governance culture. Achieving a networked, whole-of-government approach undoubtedly 

requires bold commitment that is values-led and committed rather than tokenistic. Certainly this 

culture requires new ways of working and new expertise and skills within policy teams. People working 

on policy in government departments and regulators will not necessarily have relevant technical or 

industry expertise to work with the cutting edge of technological innovation. Therefore targeted 

recruitment and capacity-building to learn and institutionalise foresight and other anticipatory 

governance systems is vital. In assessing how dynamically an anticipatory governance system performs 

and how fluidly its constituent parts interact, policymakers and regulators who have received 

appropriate training from foresight practitioners are likely to be better enabled to work in new ways 

than those who have not and thus may resist full buy-in. Strong networks and high level champions 

can a make a difference.37 For example, in the United Kingdom, the Digital Regulation Cooperation 

Forum provides a forum for information sharing on digital regulatory matters and collaborative 

research and sharing of insights to ensure a cohesive approach to regulatory policy. Change in how 

the public sector operates is certainly capable of occurring.38 Already technological innovation is 

influencing how policymaking, regulation and regulators function using code and data-driven models 

and regulatory technology (‘RegTech’).39 RegTech is not just driving enhanced firm-level compliance, 

the term is also being used to describe how big data analytics tools can be deployed to powerfully aid 

regulators and supervisors (‘SupTech’) in their monitoring and enforcement roles. Furthermore, a 

dramatic digital transformation of the public sector across the European Union is underway.40  

Getting the architecture right for anticipatory governance is pivotal to building the right 

foundation for the whole endeavour. This architecture should be procedurally formalised so that 

anticipatory governance is optimally institutionalised and resourced. To build a robust anticipatory 

governance culture for innovation, ideally a national policy office should lead out on anticipatory 

governance. It needs to be close to the scientific frontier of research and, where appropriate, act as a 

source of funding to develop the innovation ecosystem. As identified by Fuerth, anticipatory 

governance requires (1) a foresight system; (2) a networked system for integrating foresight into the 

policy process; (3) a feedback system on performance; and (4) an institutional culture that is open-

minded.41 In line with this, anticipatory governance is likely to work best where there is a coordinated 

effort at government level with inclusive and open cross-government participation to build in inter-

 
36 Bolton and Mintrom (2023). 
37 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2021), p. 9. 
38 On the planned use of AI in government in the United Kingdom see Fisher L, ‘UK Government to Trial “Red Box” AI tools 
to Improve Ministerial Efficiency’ Financial Times 28 February 2024 https://www.ft.com/content/f2ae55bf-b9fa-49b5-ac0e-
8b7411729539. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
39 Micheler and Whaley (2019); McNulty et al. (2022). 
40 European Commission (2022a).The culmination of this vision is the Interoperable Europe Act on which political agreement 
was reached on 14 November 2023.  
41 Fuerth (2009), p. 20. 

https://www.ft.com/content/f2ae55bf-b9fa-49b5-ac0e-8b7411729539
https://www.ft.com/content/f2ae55bf-b9fa-49b5-ac0e-8b7411729539
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disciplinarity as seen in the UK’s civil service Policy Lab42 which works across government. Foresight 

work may be optimised where it is carried out at some remove, that is with some independence from 

political power.43 Indeed, a joined up approach mediated by a central agency in a jurisdiction with 

some independence from central government may lead to both a more boundary-pushing and 

cohesive approach that avoids individual ministries having to unnecessarily reinvent the wheel. In 

terms of costs and joined up thinking, duplication of foresight efforts in separate specialised 

departments should be avoided. 

Within the European Union, strategic foresight is led out under the direction of the Vice-

President of the European Commission with implementation by the Secretariat-General and the Joint 

Research Centre. Strategic foresight is networked by means of the Strategic Foresight Network 

between all Directorates-General. There is also a networked effect through the EU-wide Foresight 

Network that draws on Member States’ foresight capacities. Fostering innovation in policymaking is 

an avowed priority objective of the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre.44 It is embedding 

foresight activities across all its activities to strengthen a culture of anticipation around emerging 

issues.45 An excellent example is provided by the EU Policy Lab which operates within the Foresight, 

Modelling, Behavioural Insights and Design for Policy Unit of the Joint Research Centre. This Unit is 

tasked with providing advice that is evidence-based and works from strategic foresight to policy design 

to support the European Commission in setting its policy programme.46 A networked approach is 

provided by the EU Policy Lab within the Joint Research Centre which delivers evidence-based policy 

insights. The Joint Research Centre views it as ‘both a physical space and a way of collaborative 

working that combines foresight, behavioural insights and design for policy to explore, connect and 

find solutions for better policies.’47 

Seeing the big picture is easier with a coordinated inter-agency approach. Rather than activity 

occurring in isolated pockets, there is room for cross-pollination of ideas and expertise and shared 

capabilities. Perhaps the most networked example comes from world leader, Singapore, which has 

had a Risk Assessment and Horizon Scanning Experimentation Centre since 2007. The Centre for 

Strategic Futures in the Prime Minister’s Office provides the central node for future work while a 

technology platform enables collaboration across agencies. In Canada, a country that is very strong in 

this field, Policy Horizons Canada acts as a centre of excellence in foresight that helps to support the 

Government with future-oriented decision-making in order to make better policy decisions. Canada’s 

Centre for Regulatory Innovation champions a whole-of-government approach to regulatory 

experimentation and removal of barriers to innovation including in the cleantech sphere.  

In the sections that follow, key operational aspects of anticipatory governance are unpacked. 

Before doing so, it is worth underlining that a successful anticipatory governance culture must build 

and maintain trust within the public sector, government and the wider public. This is an inclusive vision 

of anticipatory governance that is focused on the public interest as well as nurturing innovation.48 

Legitimacy within the wider population for anticipatory governance policy-related activities will be 

assisted by early and varied engagement around contested issues. Trust will also be enhanced by 

transparency and a willingness to put building blocks in place to manage legal and ethical risks while 

enabling innovation.49 Participatory policymaking involves processes that go well beyond mere 

 
42 Countries where government is more devolved and less centralised such as Germany may not be able to realise a highly 
centralised model. 
43 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2021), p. 9. 
44 McAleavey (2023), p. 16. 
45 Heuer et al. (2022), p. 5. 
46 Pólova and Nascimento (2021). 
47 McAleavey (2023), p. 21. 
48 Macnaghten (2021).  
49 Kert et al. (2022). 
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stakeholder consultation. Potential futures are explored and potential policy outcomes collaboratively 

arrived at, for example, through diverse participation in policy labs. There is space here for regulators, 

innovators and citizens to work together. Policy labs rely on tapping into the variety of expertise and 

ways of thinking in the room and creating an atmosphere of co-creation. This requires a delicate 

balance. Government should be careful not to cede the regulatory reins while being stakeholder-

inclusive in constructing regulatory insights. It is well known in regulatory theory that where there is 

close cooperation between a regulator and a firm independence can take a back seat.50 Co-creation is 

one thing, regulatory capture is another. Asymmetries of expertise and market awareness could lead 

to policymakers becoming dependent on industry stakeholders and not robustly considering whether 

their policy ideas are objectively beneficial. This could be countered by accommodating diverse, multi-

stakeholder participation including giving a seat at the table to public interest representatives. A 

challenge for anticipatory governance concerns how to successfully manage the ability to have a 

strong evidence base with the need to also satisfy stakeholder inclusion in co-creating policy design.51 

Experimentation and pilot regimes may be perceived as having an exclusionary effect if invitations to 

participate are restricted. As Ranchórdas notes, this may be justified in scaled-down evidence based 

experiments but not where an experiment is poorly designed and unlikely to deliver evidence-based 

policymaking.52 This could lead to distrust in other parts of government administration and among the 

wider community and business in relation to policy outcomes arrived at. This makes transparency and 

public accountability crucial in anticipatory governance.  

 

4 Regulatory Foresight  
 

Foresight obtained through forecasting is the apex component of an anticipatory governance 
regulatory culture for innovation. As defined by Fuerth, foresight is: 

 
‘the capacity to anticipate alternative futures, based on sensitivity to weak signals, and an 
ability to visualize their consequences, in the form of multiple possible outcomes. It is a means 
to visualize, rehearse and then refine in the mind, actions that would otherwise have to be 
tested against reality, where the consequences of error are irrevocable.’53 

 
Within foresight, the practice known as ‘horizon-scanning’ is a systematic approach to move beyond 
the status quo to detecting early signs of new changes including disruptors that may develop into long-
range market trends and making sense of them in order to anticipate their plausibility and potential 
future impact in order to generate strategies to prepare accordingly. The outputs of scanning events 
and trends are mapped. It is not just a job for policymakers but also for regulators who must keep an 
eye on market developments and Research and Development (‘R&D’) to consider what the 
implications would be if an important development such as a new form of financial innovation popped 
up in the future that fell outside the regulatory perimeter. Engagement with experts through 
interviews, surveys and workshops can help to weight and filter signals for significance.  Indeed, future 
studies is a field that has engaged with systematic methodologies of predicting futures. Futures and 
foresight techniques can include driver mapping and scenario analysis to monitor changes in the 
technology landscape.54  

Regulatory foresight depends on gathering high quality intelligence and maintaining excellent 
points of intersection for dialogue between science, industry and policymakers in order to build a 

 
50 Drahos and Krygier (2017), p. 5. 
51 Bunea and Chrisp (2022).  
52 Ranchordás (2021), p. 14. 
53 Fuerth (2009), p. 16. 
54 See further Government Office for Science (UK) (2017). 
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prescient vision for response in the form of strategies and policy responses. Once the signals picked 
up have been branded as significant, scenario planning is an interactive process that is followed by 
envisioning a roadmap towards a preferred future outcome. In this context, Guston defines 
anticipatory governance as ‘a broad-based capacity … that can act on a variety of inputs to manage 
emerging knowledge-based technologies while such management is still possible.’55 Planning into the 
long-term horizon involves some uncertainty but offers flexibility in designing a regulatory policy 
response.56 

The insights generated may inform policies including early action to invest in funding 
technological development efforts. A particular technology could be regarded as holding real promise 
even while at a low technology readiness level. The strategic decision may therefore be made to 
provide support on its journey from ‘lab-to-fab’. In making decision on what to fund, the European 
Innovation Council, whose objective is to ensure that the European Union is at the fore of deep tech 
innovation, uses ‘an anticipatory lens’ and ‘looks to identify technologies emerging from the science 
base that could create new value propositions and/or disrupt existing models.’57 At this point strategic 
foresight is an integral part of how the European Commission works in order to develop future-proof 
policies including through having regard to ‘emerging megatrends in the green, digital, geopolitical 
and socio-economic contexts.’58 The EU Policy Lab engages in foresight and horizon scanning, both to 
anticipate emerging challenges, and to consider how policy choices may work out in the longer term. 

One of the most striking examples of foresight activities driving anticipatory governance has 

been the EU’s determined policy drive to adopt legislation governing the deployment of AI in the EU. 

Back in 2017, the European Council called for ‘a sense of urgency’ to be galvanised to addressing 

emerging trends such as AI.59 What resulted became the European Commission’s landmark EU AI Act 

Proposal60 with a view to ensuring responsible innovation and protecting fundamental rights. The AI 

Act was designed to be robust but flexible while being ‘comprehensive and future-proof in its 

fundamental regulatory choices.’61 A further objective was the facilitation of the development of a 

single market for trustworthy AI. While introducing a hierarchical risk-based system, it also involved 

leaving room for best practice industry-led standards to evolve. The European Commission’s 

groundbreaking work on this began when the territory and how it would evolve was far from fully 

mapped and during the legislative process, the arrival of Generative AI presented novel challenges 

that needed to be weighed up. The reaching of agreement of the EU AI Act delivering a harmonised, 

risk-based rulebook on AI was a real feather in the regulatory cap of the European Union.62 

Furthermore, fittingly within the spirit of anticipatory governance, the European Commission aims to 

counteract the transition time lag to the AI Act becoming operational by encouraging companies to 

sign up to a voluntary AI Pact.63  

To achieve maximum benefit, horizon-scanning and future-gazing should be continuously 

undertaken and their insights embedded into policy design and to ensure resilience. For this to work 

effectively, a variety of technical expertise as well as good stakeholder relationships and innovative 

implementation methods are needed. This goes beyond simple trendspotting. Analysis needs to be 

done to identify emerging trends and what they mean for our society and policy development in the 

short, medium and long-term. Sense-making and the dissemination of the policy significance is crucial. 

There are green shoots in this regard. For example, the European Commission publishes an annual 

 
55 Guston (2014), p. 219. 
56 Soeteman-Hernández et al. (2021). 
57 European Innovation Council (2023), p. 7.  
58 European Commission (2023b). 
59 European Council (2020) Special meeting of the European Council, 1 and 2 October 2020 – Conclusions. 
60 European Commission (2021). 
61 European Commission Proposal, Explanatory Memorandum , 1.1. 
62 Of course evaluation awaits the final text and the experience of the Regulation’s roll-out on the ground. 
63 European Commission (2023a). 
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Strategic Foresight Report to inform the development of its work programmes.64 Its content is 

developed on the basis of participative and cross-sectoral foresight processes. In the United Kingdom, 

the Emerging Technology (‘EmTech’) Research Hub at the Financial Conduct Authority conducts 

research to identify critical and emerging technology trends for financial services in the medium and 

long-term to inform regulatory thinking across policy and strategy in the area of financial services.65 

EmTech is exploring synthetic data and privacy enhancing technologies, DLT, Quantum Technologies, 

and the Metaverse and immersive technologies.66 Insights are gathered using research papers, 

responses to calls for input, working groups and workshops. It also links in with the Digital Regulation 

Cooperation Forum. Activities such as these demonstrate that regulators are beginning to embody the 

values of strategic regulatory foresight as a central part of their working methods. 

 

5 Iterative Policymaking  
 

As elaborated upon in Section 2, traditional incremental approaches to regulating67 that rely 

on lengthy procedures are simply no match for disruptive and rapidly evolving innovation. Even 

regulatory impact assessments, a hallmark of the better regulation agenda, come from a ‘one-shot’ 

policymaking mindset68 that falls short -- focusing on a present view rather than a far-reaching, future-

based one. An anticipatory governance regulatory culture has as its lodestone a genuine willingness 

to deliver disruptive but timely policy change where warranted though bold and iterative policymaking 

over time. At an advanced level this type of regulatory ecology should have mechanisms that are 

removed from the outmoded nature and process of traditional regulation to produce a far more 

reflexive and dynamic model. Iterative policy making, rather than being one-off, allows more than one 

chance at evolving policy iteration, learning from what went before. Post-implementation reviews are 

vital to ensure that regulation stands up and does not become outdated.69 The values of regulatory 

experimentation and regulatory learning are present. While iterative policy development has been 

used across jurisdictions in a number of fields including health and social care, it remains a concept 

under development.  

Scholars such as Braithwaite70 and Sparrow71 have emphasised the importance of regulatory 
tools being devised in response to problems rather than the response to problems being driven by a 
limited pre-existing menu of regulatory approaches that can bake in blind spots. This resonates here. 
Characteristically, within anticipatory governance a pre-determined approach or outcome should be 
eschewed in the pursuit of iterative policymaking. This can yield more thoughtful regulatory solutions. 
With iterative policymaking as part of an anticipatory governance agenda, regulatory agencies can test 
regulatory ideas to see if they produce the expected results or need to be tweaked to better ensure 
that they meet their regulatory goals. This is by nature a collaborative process. Iterative regulation for 
innovation policy is often quintessentially a process of co-creation bringing together a diverse set of 
actors and expertise to facilitate trial and error. Such stakeholders may include regulators, industry, 
civil society, environmental watchdogs, academia and non-governmental agencies (‘NGOs’). While 
stakeholder consultation has been an entrenched feature of policy development for some time, these 
approaches amount to a more equal status of co-creation. There is also respect for transdisciplinary 
methods in the task of co-analysis and co-creation. The aim should not be to be visionary but to 

 
64 European Commission (2023f). 
65 Financial Conduct Authority (2023b). 
66 Financial Conduct Authority (2023b). 
67 Kingdon (2003), pp 79-83. 
68 Baldwin (2010), p 265. 
69 Regulatory Horizons Council (2022), p. 7. 
70 Braithwaite (2005); Braithwaite (2008). 
71 Sparrow (2000). 
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experiment freely and cooperatively and see what sticks. Exploring multiple futures allows for a focus 
on what should be done to anticipate these scenarios if they seem likely.  

An iterative approach to policymaking is inherently flexible and often involves a role-shift, 
putting the State in the form of co-creator rather than gatekeeper.72 Broad, stakeholder-informed 
approaches can be seen in the Digital Charter developed in Canada. When passed, the Digital Charter 
Implementation Act, 2022 will legislatively implement the Charter which provides a privacy protection 
framework for data-driven innovation in the form of 10 principles. Such agile, adaptive policy 
development through continued improvement has the potential to come into its own for emerging 
technologies and applications as well as entirely new technologies such as quantum technologies.  

Iterative policy and regulatory development of principles and regulation concentrate on 

getting regulatory policy design off the ground at an early stage with a view to offsetting the delay 

that typically comes with prolonged study of the effects of innovation on markets and consumers. This 

is seen in the regulatory competition stroke pulled off by the European Union in choosing to move 

quickly to regulate, even in an imperfect manner, established aspects of crypto-assets in MiCA.73 The 

decision was made to leave more complex and evolving pieces of the jigsaw for a later day.74 This is 

the epitome of timely, iterative anticipatory governance. While enabling innovation may be a central 

goal, the application of the precautionary principle should not be forgotten when engaging with 

emerging innovation.75 However, the risk of getting it wrong or missing an angle is offset by multi-

stakeholder involvement and the capacity to improve the next iteration. Furthermore, sophisticated 

advance modelling can be deployed to reduce the risk of getting it wrong. The European Union’s Joint 

Research Centre plans to use a pre-mortem approach, deploying a series of challenging scenarios 

against which to stress test potential regulatory frameworks. This will provide invaluable upfront 

feedback on the anticipated performance of a draft formulation of a policy instrument against 

regulatory goals.76 Equality and diversity perspectives also need to be fully integrated into 

policymaking for innovation including risks of technological and financial exclusion.77 Technological 

exclusion can arise where sections of the population that do not have high digital literacy are given no 

option but to use technology to access a good or service.78 Financial exclusion can arise particularly 

for older sections of the population who are not digitally literate and/or prefer to do their business 

such as banking in person rather than through digital banking. This is the classic digital divide – digital 

advancement and digital services do not yield uniform outcomes for all sectors of society and business. 

As the OECD acknowledges, to achieve an inclusive digital economy requires careful planning.79 To 

address the digital divide, we need to consider how to support segments of the population that are 

digitally vulnerable in ‘the digital-by default world’.80 Diverse representation and stakeholder 

involvement helps to ensure that discussion and outcomes are balanced through considering the 

opportunities and risk around innovation from a wide variety of perspectives within the lens of the 

wider population including how issues such as age, disability, race and income may lead to differential 

impacts.  

An example of iterative policymaking (as opposed to more traditional incremental 
policymaking) is provided by how the United Kingdom has approached governing AI. The objective is 
to create cross-sectoral governance principles in relation to the opportunities and risks associated 
with AI. Interestingly, once devised, these principles will at first be available on a non-statutory basis 

 
72 Soeteman-Hernández et al. (2021), p. 100301. 
73 Markets in Crypto-Assets Regulation (EU) 2023/1114. 
74 Maume (2023). 
75 Rübig (2012). 
76 Joint Research Council (2022), p. 22.  
77 Selwyn (2002).  
78 Seifert (2020). 
79 OECD (2021). 
80 Heuer et al. (2022), p. 27.  
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for use by regulators at their discretion.81 This will provide the opportunity to adjust course if the 
principles are not judged effective in encouraging innovation while suitably mitigating risk. The 
possibility is also retained for the principles to be subsequently made the subject of a statutory duty 
on regulators to have due regard to the principles.82 This fresh approach brings a regulatory culture 
that actively moves the needle by providing guiding principles for regulators on AI but still gives space 
for experiential learning to inform future iterations of the policy result rather than immediately 
adopting legislative principles that may prove ill-adapted but ossified. The iterative approach taken 
here to rolling-out cross-sectoral governance principles for AI demonstrates the essence of an 
anticipatory regulatory culture, allowing room to course adjust. However, while this flexibility and 
discretion is helpful to allow leeway for context, unless carefully handled, it may cause uncertainty for 
regulators in relation to how they should do their job. More optimistically, perhaps this type of 
wobbling should be viewed as a necessary part of an anticipatory regulatory culture as it totters 
towards the future. The lesson of an anticipatory regulatory culture is that, much like innovation, we 
need to be able to embrace uncertainty, not run from it if we are not in a position to eliminate it. 
However, this is not a case of ‘one and done’. Eventually a firmer regulatory approach may be called 
for. 
 

6 Regulatory Experimentation Mechanisms  
 
Regulatory experimentation is an obvious facet of the new anticipatory governance. However, the 

concept suffers from a lack of full conceptualisation. Experimentation can involve ‘taking action to 

ensure that … policy approaches work.’83 The intention of such experimentation is to ensure that the 

outcomes of policy approaches are those intended and to consider unintended consequences and if 

necessary go back to the drawing board. Regulatory experimentation that is focused on regulatory 

compliance or regulatory change ought to be distinguished from pro-innovation policy drivers 

whereby regulators initiate mission-based challenges that challenge innovators to devise solutions to 

pressing challenges for our society and economy. These may create a temporary model regulatory 

framework incentivising technological rather than regulatory innovation. However, mission-focused 

and regulatory learning objectives are not incompatible and regulatory learning can be an indirect 

result. The term ‘experimental regulation’ also lacks an agreed definition.84 Here the term ‘regulatory 

experimentation’ is preferred over ‘experimental regulation’ as it is broader in its embrace of not just 

the trialling of regulation, but all forms of experimentation associated with delivering the building 

blocks of anticipatory governance.85 As defined by the Canada’s Centre for Regulatory Innovation, ‘[a] 

regulatory experiment is a trial or test of a new product, service, approach or process designed to 

generate evidence or information that can inform the design or administration of a regulatory 

regime.’86  

Regulatory experimentation can be used by regulators to make complex regulatory policy 

decisions where uncertainty exists as to how a contemplated regulation will apply because the field is 

cutting-edge or evolving rather than settled. It is the norm for pharmaceutical companies to engage 

in clinical trials to test new drugs to see if they achieve the intended aims and it is eminently sensible 

for regulatory agencies to take the same approach in relation to innovation. Regulatory 

experimentation can likewise be used to support regulatory decision-making by providing 

 
81 Secretary of State for Science, Innovation and Technology (UK) (2023), paras 55-59; Department for Science, Innovation 
and Technology (2024), para 16.  
82 Secretary of State for Science, Innovation and Technology (UK) (2023), paras 55-59. 
83 Tõnurist and Hanson (2020), p. 2. 
84 Ranchordás (2021), p. 4.  
85 Regulatory sandboxes, pilot regulation, policy labs and experimentation clauses are diverse forms of experimentation are 
delved into below before we turn to the subject of regulatory learning. 
86 Centre for Regulatory Innovation Canada (2023). 
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legislators/regulators with real-world evidence to underpin decisions as to whether to proceed as 

planned or to make adjustments or go back to the drawing board. Testing regulation can supply 

information on the impacts and potential application in practice and how it could affect industry and 

society and whether the appropriate balance between enabling and deterrence has been achieved.  

Experimentation mechanisms go beyond how think tanks function as ‘talking shops’, holding 
the potential to radically ‘bridge the gap between what we know and what we do’.87 However, 
successful regulatory experimentation is not achieved without careful attention to design choices. This 
should also involve multi-stakeholder ‘participatory foresight’.88 Within the rubric of regulatory 
experimentation, experimental approaches to policymaking for innovation reflect a call within policy 
science for policymaking to draw from product design and scientific invention.89 A key element of this 
regulatory experimentation involves bringing product design conceptualisation to bear in developing 
policy solutions to the issues identified.90 At the most advanced level, creativity and storytelling are 
used to plausibly speculate about the future developments in terms of opportunities to be enabled 
and potential risks to be curbed.91 The EU Policy Lab has mastered this at a high level. Its policy labs 
have involved co-creation of fictional artefacts designed to spark ‘forward-looking discussions into the 
possibility or plausibility of yet to be fully fledged realities.’92  

 

6.1 Regulatory Sandboxes  

 
Regulatory sandboxes have proved to be one of the most emulated styles of experimentation 

or controlled testing under regulatory supervision. A key benefit is that regulatory sandboxes offer 

two-way learning opportunities for tech innovators and regulators as innovators trial their products 

and seek to navigate an ill-fitting regulatory framework not specifically designed with the innovation 

in mind, and regulators learn about technical and business model goals. Within an anticipatory 

governance lens, this type of concentrated regulatory learning boost contributes immeasurably to 

both regulatory and technical capacity building. A clear benefit for regulators operating regulatory 

sandboxes lies in being able to identify regulatory obstacles. 

Initially pioneered by the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority,93 regulatory sandboxes have 

proliferated globally94 and within Member States of the European Union95 as a means of navigating 

regulatory uncertainty around the roll-out of technological innovation. Having initially stood back as 

regulatory sandboxes developed, the European Union is now eagerly embracing their versatility in a 

range of public and private contexts with a view not just to reducing regulatory uncertainty but also 

to stimulating innovation. The Interoperable Europe Act96 is designed to enable interoperable 

regulatory sandboxes to be established by the European Commission for public sector testing of 

innovative solutions designed to achieve cross-border digital interoperability in the provision of public 

sector services. The aim is that such sandboxes ‘should not only contribute to new technological 

solutions but also to regulatory learning’.97 Meanwhile the European Blockchain Regulatory Sandbox 

 
87 Lee and Ling (2020), p. 285. 
88 Hebinck et al. (2018); Muiderman et al. (2020); Fenwick and Vermeulen (2020. 
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90 See further Mintrom and Luetjens (2016). 
91 See Strengers et al. (2022). 
92 Pólova and Nascimento (2021), p. 7. 
93 It has also developed a Digital Sandbox for firms to use data sets to test and build prototype models. In addition, the United 
Kingdom’s Information Commissioner’s Office has a Regulatory Sandbox for products and services using personal data.  
94 Allen (2019); Ahern (2019); Miglionico (2022). 
95 Ahern (2021). 
96 European Commission (2022a). 
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established in 2023 is enabling cross-border regulator-innovator dialogue around a pan-European 

framework for experimentation with blockchain solutions for the private and the public sector.98  

The European Union has also come to see the value of regulatory sandboxes in contributing 

to the competitiveness of European business including small and medium-sized enterprises (‘SMEs’) 

by helping to tackle regulatory ambiguity head-on. The Commission’s 2023 SME Relief Package 

recognises the place for sandboxes to enable experimentation in a controlled yet real-world 

environment where regulatory opacity or complexity exists that is resource-intensive to navigate.99 

There is thus a commitment to taking action to work alongside Member States to promote regulatory 

sandboxes for experimentation to drive innovation by start-ups. From an anticipatory governance 

perspective, over time these regulatory sandboxes may provide the requisite boost to regulatory 

learning to deliver the stimulus for ‘a more innovation-friendly and future-proof regulatory 

framework’.100  

Arguably the most notable development thus far for regulatory sandboxes at EU level is the 

significant role that they are expected to play in the EU AI Act.101 AI regulatory sandboxes in this 

context are expected to deliver the twin objectives of (i) facilitating safe and controlled testing under 

regulatory supervision, and (ii) assisting companies to comply with the regulatory burden associated 

with compliance with the AI Act and navigating impacts on fundamental rights. This is a tall order for 

competent authorities. As matters stand there are many complexities and unknowns as to how 

sandboxes under the AI Act will operate in practice102 but the availability of cross-border, inter-

jurisdictional sandboxes should help in terms of cooperation on resources and capacity-building as 

well as consistency of approach. The pilot AI Regulatory sandbox that is backed by the European 

Commission is being counted upon to deliver insights on lessons learned and best practices that will 

be formally reported upon to the European Commission to assist with developing EU conformity 

guidelines.103 Regulatory learning will also come from observing Spain’s experience as the first 

Member State to legislate pre-emptively for AI regulatory sandboxes that will operate under the AI 

Act.104 Spain’s agile legislation is designed to allow companies and the public sector to engage in 

testing of their AI systems to get their compliance efforts off the ground well in advance of the AI Act 

coming into effect.  

 

6.2 Pilot Regulation  
 

Pilot regulation concerns experimenting through trial regulation, testing the effectiveness of 

a proposed regulatory framework in meeting its regulatory goals by means of temporary scaled-down 

testing. As such, it fits hand in glove into an anticipatory governance agenda. Pilot regulation can come 

into its own in finding the sweet spot between over-regulation and under-regulation of innovation. 

Top-down pilot regulation projects have emerged as a relatively new form of regulatory 

experimentation. Pilot regulation projects are typically initiated by a government agency or regulator 

in order to engage in a real-world evaluation of the suitability of the proposed form of regulation for 

 
98 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-building-blocks/sites/display/EBSI/Sandbox+Project. Accessed 12 March 2024. See also 
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104 Spanish Royal Decree 817/2023 https://www.boe.es/boe/dias/2023/11/09/pdfs/BOE-A-2023-22767.pdf. Accessed 12 
March 2024. 
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innovation.105 They can include both entirely new regulation and/or proposed modifications to 

existing regulation to tailor it for innovation. As the European Commission observes, pilot regulation 

‘reflects a clear predefined focus field for experimentation by the regulator, with an identified need 

to change some aspects of the existing regulation. Even if the direction is clear, the concept has to be 

tested before any permanent change is introduced.’106 The hallmark of pilot regulation is 

proactiveness from a regulator who is already familiar with the policy dilemmas and the regulatory 

gaps but who wants evidence from the field to buttress and future-proof the regulatory policy 

decisions taken. Pilot projects can be legislative or devised with minimum formality as compared with 

the lengthy, drawn-out processes of legislation. Rather than participation by market actors being by 

way of invitation, ideally it should be open to relevant market participants to opt in to the trialling of 

pilot regulation based on an open call. This is consistent with the European Commission’s description 

in its Staff Working Document on experimental regulation which provides the following description: 

 

‘Pilot regulation consists of a temporary regulatory framework applicable on a voluntary basis. 

This may be applicable to all market actors or a group of them (e.g. distribution system 

operators). There is no selection procedure, but it is open to all or a specific group of market 

actors for voluntary participation and the pilot is therefore non-discriminatory.’ 107 

Market participation in the experiment assists the agency leading the project in assessing regulatory 

options as they play out in the ground before making a choice on which regulatory choice is optimal. 

The objective of the pilot regulation trial is for regulatory learning to occur from direct observation 

and feedback which will inform decision-making on the final form of the regulatory framework.108 One 

example of such approach comes from Canada. Transport Canada has tested light sport aircraft to see 

whether it could be used in a pilot training environment. This required an experiment with the 

participation of flight schools involving regulatory flexibility to allow what would otherwise be a 

prohibited practice. Data gathered regarding aircraft reliability, emissions and noise was used as 

regulatory learning to inform a decision on whether permanent regulatory changes were 

warranted.109 

Sometimes pilot regulation is used with the primary goal of promoting technological 

innovation, with regulatory innovation being a by-product. A prime example is provided by the EU’s 

Distributed Ledger Technology (‘DLT’) Pilot Regulation (‘DLTPR’), 110 a deliverable of the European 

Commission’s Digital Finance Package.111 The DLTPR created a temporary, opt-in pilot regime for DLT-

based market infrastructure (most relevantly using Corda, Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric) for 

trading and settlement of tokenised financial instruments. The three year pilot regime which began in 

March 2023 permits the issuance112 and transfer of tokenised assets through the use of DLT and 

settlement using tokenised money. The objective is to allow DLT Pilot participants to ‘flexibly 

 
105 A variation occurs where a suitable regulatory framework has not yet been devised by the legislator/regulator for an 
identified scenario and the goal of the project is to assist in proactively devising it. This is the primary focus of a policy lab. 
106 European Commission (2023d), p. 53. 
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109 Government of Canada, What is regulatory experimentation? 
https://www.canada.ca/en/government/system/laws/developing-improving-federal-regulations/modernizing-
regulations/regulatory-experimentation.html. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
110 DLT Pilot Regulation (EU) 2022/858. 
111 European Commission (2020). 
112 Issuance is by digital representation of a financing instrument on DLT or by issuing what began life as a traditional financial 
instrument in tokenised form as a DLT financial instrument. 
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experiment with DLT in organizing trading and settlement of financial instruments’.113 An anticipatory 

governance motivation is evident in the Recitals to the DLTPR: 

 

‘It is important to ensure that Union financial services legislation is fit for the digital age and 

contributes to a future-proof economy that works for citizens, including by enabling the use 

of innovative technologies. The Union has a policy interest in exploring, developing and 

promoting the uptake of transformative technologies in the financial sector, including the 

uptake of distributed ledger technology (DLT).’114 

The DLTPR contains experimentation clauses which provide a framework for granting 

regulatory exemptions. The granting of temporary regulatory exemptions is designed to encourage 

experimentation that might not otherwise happen.115 Market participants must apply for permission 

to operate a DLT Market Infrastructure under the DLT Pilot Regulation and expressly justify each 

request for a regulatory exemption. In the case of a DLT multilateral trading facility, applicants must 

demonstrate that each exemption is proportionate to and justified by the use of DLT. The potential 

for regulatory learning is assisted by the fact that the DLTPR permits retail investors to have direct 

access to DLT market infrastructures and related financial instruments (although the nature of such 

transactions is restricted to ensure investor protection).  

In due course the European Securities and Markets Authority (‘ESMA’) must present a review 

report to the European Commission on DLT market infrastructures. This will cover matters such as 

technical issues, as well as potential risks to investor protection, market integrity of financial stability. 

The report must also make an overall cost-benefit assessment leading to a recommendation as to 

whether the DLTPR should be continued and under what conditions. The fervent hope is that if the 

pilot regime proves a success, it could be put on a permanent footing through legislative amendments 

to EU financial services legislation ‘to establish a single coherent framework.’116 As a form of pilot 

regulation, the DLTPR is thus an important pioneer in the European Union’s fledgling adoption of 

elements of an anticipatory governance culture through encouraging the application of DLT in new 

contexts and providing a regulatory container for it.  

6.3 Policy Labs  
 

The promise of policy labs within an anticipatory governance culture is huge. However, a 

difficulty for the study of policy labs is that ‘conceptual indeterminacy’117 continues to present a 

challenge. The definition of ‘policy ‘ adopted here is a time-bounded and issue-bounded mechanism 

established by policymakers and/or regulators that engages stakeholders in studying a regulatory or 

policy challenge with a view to assisting in the task of devising regulation or policy for innovative 

technologies in application.118 To this understanding we can add Nesta’s description of a policy lab as 

‘a group of actors with different skills aiming to develop regulation. The policy lab uses a set of user-

centred methods and competencies to test, experiment and learn in policy development.’119 

 
113 European Securities and Markets Authority (2023), p. 18. 
114 DLT Pilot Regulation (EU) 2022/858, Recital 1. 
115 The DLT Pilot Regime also responded to regulatory lacunae surrounding the use of distributed ledger technology and the 
direct platform-based trading of crypto-assets that meet the definition of financial instruments, as well as the potential for 
novel risks to arise from the technology. 
116 DLT Pilot Regulation (EU) 2022/858, Recital 53. 
117 McGann et al. (2018). 
118 For example, the Policy Learning Labs organised by the Krakow Living Lab 
https://www.kpt.krakow.pl/en/laboratories/livinglab/. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
119 Arntzen et al. (2019), p. 79. 
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Alternative terms to ‘policy lab’ are in use the public domain, for example, ‘public sector innovation 

labs’, ‘government innovation labs’, ‘living labs’, ‘public innovation labs’ and ‘social innovation labs’. 

In addition, the mantle ‘policy learning lab’ is sometimes used to describe what amount simply to 

policy innovation workshops and briefing activities for policymakers.120 For present purposes we focus 

on state-sponsored policy labs that feed into public policy development as opposed to labs that are 

focused on delivering mission-focused social or community innovation with no underlying public 

policy formation driver. Ownership of policy labs may arise in a number of ways: (i) governmental or 

government department facilitated (even if located tangentially)121 (ii) researcher/university 

facilitated122 (iii) private sector facilitated or (iv) a hybrid form. Policy labs that are state-driven are 

driven by the public sector even if the relevant agency has a semi-autonomous status or a hybrid form. 

Where ownership arises at governmental level, a separate and independent structure can allow for 

inventive and autonomous working methods that also bypass policymaking bottle necks. 

The role of policy labs as agents of change has been highlighted in the literature.123 However, 

despite considerable evidence of the use of policy learning labs in the sense defined here,124 the 

phenomenon remains underexplored at a scholarly level. With some exceptions,125 much of what is 

written contemporaneously falls into the category of guides to the labs themselves or practitioner-

generated work, reflecting the fact that the field is still emerging. Policy labs can generate regulatory 

learning from innovators around regulatory barriers encountered including useful perspectives 

garnered from private citizens and civil society actors. Creative experimentation in policy labs can 

provide the bridge to prescient policy ideas, for example, to envision how cutting-edge technologies 

could be used to accelerate the green transition of the energy system through next generation smart 

grids and digitalisation of energy systems. However, to date, the mandate of policy labs has often 

focused on achieving societal policy objectives rather than on making specific gains in innovation 

regulatory policy. Nonetheless, policy labs hold real potential to instrumentally serve anticipatory 

governance goals. Complex, knotty issues that raise a plethora of challenges lend themselves to 

‘labbing’. Policy labs can take advantage of timing when a policy window emerges within which to 

tackle an important but challenging regulatory and/or policy lacuna that has been identified in 

regulatory foresight work. A similar initiative is a policy sprint, which can accelerate policy 

development by bringing together stakeholders to agree on directions and potential solutions. 

Although they differ in terms of organiser and funder, the essential characteristics of policy 

labs are commonly found across all types whether public or private. First, policy labs offer a neutral 

forum where participants from academia, government, public sector, business and citizens can come 

together with a view to reaching a common policy goal. Second, a policy lab provides an engagement 

mechanism that facilitates the incorporation of evidence into policy.126 Providing evidence to 

policymakers is one thing; they must be open to considering its impact on their decision-making rather 

than coming with pre-determined approaches which are rigidly adhered to. The hallmark of a 

successfully designed and operated policy lab is the openness of the participants to discussion around 

a well-identified issue on which they have been well briefed at a level tailored to their likely level of 

expertise and understanding.  

Some examples of policy labs’ focus can be usefully summarised for illustrative purposes. 

Policy labs have been used in Sweden as part of the Swedish Testbed Strategy to tackle complex 

 
120 For a guide to this see Bailey et al. (2019). 
121 For example, the UK Policy Lab https://openpolicy.blog.gov.uk/about/. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
122 Some of these policy labs have been funded or co-funded by the European Union. 
123 Schuurman and Tõnurist (2017).  
124 Gofen and Golan (2020). 
125 McGann et al. 2018). 
126 Hinrichs-Krapels et al. (2020), p. 1. 
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challenges round innovation such as how to integrate autonomous vehicles into society.127 In the 

United States the Public Policy Lab128 works on projects that intersect policy areas and multiple 

regulatory agencies with a view to making systemic change. One of these projects with the National 

Science Foundation is considering the design and piloting of concepts for how US federal seed-funding 

programmes could increase engagement and participation from entrepreneurs from 

underrepresented communities. SINTEG was a German initiative129 to identify, not just model energy 

solutions for the future, but also how to adapt the regulatory framework to serve a smart energy world 

so that the regulatory environment would be conducive to rolling out solutions that would be 

renewable and underpinned by digital technology.130 In Sweden, Research Institutes of Sweden (RISE) 

hosts a Policy Lab for policy and regulatory development. They note that for technological 

development to reach its full potential, policy and regulatory changes must support it. Recognising 

that engineers, computer scientists, lawyers, economists and others must work collaboratively, RISE 

coordinates the bringing together of the requisite competencies and skills. 

The EU Policy Lab established in 2014 enables cross-disciplinary involvement in policymaking, 

leveraging insights from the Joint Research Centre in the European Commission. Integral to its work is 

a stakeholder collaboration approach that makes use of design and visual communication tools in the 

co-creation of innovative policy protypes. Its latest project involves partnering with national policy 

labs around drawing attention to water resilience issues at EU level.131 It provides ‘a physical space 

designed to foster creativity and engagement to develop interactions, processes and tools 

contributing to bring innovation in the European policy-making.’132 The EU Policy Lab describes itself 

as ‘a mindset and a way of working together that combines stories and data, anticipation and analysis, 

imagination and action.’133 First and foremost, policy labs like this offer bespoke opportunities for a 

diversity of stakeholders to come together. Second, key to any policy lab is the role of the facilitator 

who brings the parties together. This is in line with the concept of ‘knowledge brokerage for 

policymaking’134 where the scientific community helps to ensure that whatever policy emerges is 

informed by evidence but avoids acting as a direct driver of policy choice. The EU’s Joint Research 

Centre (‘JRC’) recognises this role of honest broker.135 In line with this, leaders of policy labs who 

design and facilitate them know that building a dynamic of trust and openness is key to facilitating 

shared iterative decision-making. 

Policy labs work by (i) providing a forum for open dialogue around a policy issue; (ii) allowing 

the formation of networks and collaborations between researchers and policymakers; and (iii) 

synthesising a robust evidence base for the policy topic gathered in order to catalyse development 

and testing of an appropriate policy response.136 In order for policy labs to work, careful planning is 

needed to correctly frame the policy problem and the steps that will be undertaken to interrogate it 

and to what end. Indeed, seasoned operators suggest that around 20-40 staff days go into the design 

of each topic-specific policy lab.137 This involves, for example, getting a full picture of regulatory actors, 

policy and regulation in the area and identifying the regulatory gaps. It is also important to think 

carefully about who to invite to participate and to understand their background and level of expertise. 

 
127 Arntzen et al. (2019). 
128 https://www.publicpolicylab.org/projects/. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
129 Although labelled as a regulatory sandbox approach SINTEG’s characteristics more closely fit those of a policy lab. 
130 https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Dossier/sinteg. Accessed 12 March 2024.See also Kert et al. 2022, p. 5. 
131 On such labs for water see further Ojha, Maheshwari and Bhattarai (2021). 
132 Policy Lab https://joint-research-centre.ec.europa.eu/laboratories-and-facilities/policy-lab_en. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
133 ‘We are the EU Policy Lab‘ https://policy-lab.ec.europa.eu/index_en. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
134 Gluckman et al. (2021), p. 3. 
135 Topp et al. (2018). 
136 See further Hinrichs-Krapels et al. (2020).  
137 Hinrichs-Krapels et al. (2020), p. 3. 
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Communications and documents must be pitched appropriately so that non-technical people and non-

specialists can grasp the issues and their policy significance.  

Testing and probing are part of the modus operandi of policy labs. Policy labs also straddle 

regulatory foresight activities and can focus on ‘the practical bridge between foresight and design 

fictions’138 where experiential experimentation takes places around possible futures. In this vein, the 

European Commission’s JRC Living Labs can combine testing and regulatory learning.139 An EU Policy 

Lab based in Brussels being created for the Horizon Europe PLAN’EAT project involves EU and national 

policymakers working to provide an interface for science and food policy within a broader project 

involving a network of Living Labs.140 The associated policy lab for this project will use insights gained 

to test and develop systemic policy solutions. The United Kingdom has gained relevant experience 

through an established history of open policymaking through the lens of a civil service Policy Lab.141 It 

involves cross-government inter-disciplinarity in its methods which ‘are grounded in evidence, 

participation and experimentation’ to both ‘tackle complexity and build complexity.’142 One of its non-

traditional approaches to devising policymaking is to involve users in co-creation, testing and learning.  

The tangible contribution that individual policy labs make to regulatory learning will depend 

on each particular policy lab’s design, its leadership, not to mention the level of political will to 

embrace its outputs. This is why policy labs ideally need to be a strategic part of a joined up 

anticipatory governance culture. Some approaches identified in policy labs to how to address a 

particular policy problem may provoke controversy among lab participants and these will have to be 

evaluated and skilfully handled by the policy lab team in order to build a robust consensus where 

possible as to what is desirable and feasible in policy terms. Policy labs do vary in terms of the ambition 

and targeting of their outputs which could include a policy briefing document or report. The difficulty 

with the inherent nature of policy lab is that there is no guarantee that any policy implications teased 

out and solutions identified will actually be addressed once the policy lab draws to a close and its 

findings are disseminated to participants. This depends in part on political goodwill, resourcing 

realities and governmental priorities. Nonetheless, the seed may be sown for further work on policy 

development in the area based on the evidence presented and the ideas generated by participants in 

the course of a collaborative policy lab between researchers and policymakers.  

 

6.4 Experimentation Clauses  
 

Experimentation clauses are another component of a regulatory toolbox for innovation. 

Whether provided for in legislation or other regulatory frameworks, experimentation clauses provide 

a mechanism for competent authorities or regulators to provide regulatory flexibility to innovators 

during defined experimentation. The European Council’s Conclusions on Regulatory Sandboxes and 

Experimentation define experimentation clauses as ‘legal provisions which enable the authorities 

tasked with implementing and enforcing the legislation to exercise on a case-by-case basis a degree 

of flexibility in relation to testing innovative technologies, products, services or approaches.’143 An 

experimentation clause is an especially useful mechanism where the competent authority or regulator 

is not already vested with discretionary power that can be exercised to allow regulatory flexibility for 

innovators to experiment or test. An experimentation clause is equally useful where regulation would 

 
138 Pólova and Nascimento (2021), p. 12. 
139 See Alonso Raposo et al. (2021) and the JRC Living Lab for Digital Energy Solutions https://www.eranet-
smartenergysystems.eu/ll/143/JRC-Living-Lab-for-testing-digital-energy-solutions.html. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
140 https://planeat-project.eu/policy-lab-brussels/. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
141 https://openpolicy.blog.gov.uk/about/. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
142 https://openpolicy.blog.gov.uk/about/. Accessed 12 March 2024. 
143 European Council (2020). 
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otherwise not afford any margin of appreciation. It is common to specify a maximum duration for an 

experimentation clause to apply (including, where applicable, extensions to an original derogation 

period granted). Regulatory insights gained through experiential application of a specific derogation 

pursuant to an experimentation clause during testing may well form the seeds for updating the law to 

more appropriately meet future needs arising from the scenario tested for.144 Alternatively, as with 

pilot regulation, where merited, the type of derogation exceptionally provided for through an 

experimentation clause could ultimately be legislatively established on a more regular footing where 

it proves itself to be apt to continue beyond its status as a stopgap measure. 

Experimentation clauses provide regulatory flexibility that can help to drive innovation. As a 

pro-innovation tool, experimentation clauses target the effects of regulatory lag while promoting the 

uptake of technology to tackle major societal challenges. Looked at in terms of regulatory competition, 

a jurisdiction’s willingness to integrate experimentation clauses within its innovation strategy and 

regulatory framework may enhance the competitiveness of its offering in the eyes of innovators.  

Indeed, some EU Member States have warmly embraced experimentation clauses as part of an overall 

innovation strategy. France’s adaptive ‘France Expérimentation’ regime is an exemplar in this regard. 

Billed as removing regulatory (but not legislative) blockages in the way of ambitious innovators’ 

projects (including projects with purely economic ends and projects designed to accelerate climate 

transition goals), France Expérimentation provides a single point of contact from which 

communication is opened with all relevant ministries and regulatory bodies.145 The scheme was used 

for ROBAGRI, a project enabling agricultural robots to circulate on certain public roads. In Germany, 

there is a clear mandate to use experimental clauses to propel innovation and they have been used in 

relation to passenger transport law for testing ride-sharing and automated buses. The Federal Ministry 

for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) has shown leadership in issuing guidelines on the formulation 

of experimentation clauses.146  

At an EU level, experimentation clauses already form part of the EU acquis147 and there is an 

appetite to expand this regulatory approach. An example is provided by the Industrial Emissions 

Directive148 which is the primary EU instrument regulating industrial emissions. Competent authorities 

can grant temporary derogations for up to 9 months from certain emission level requirements.149 The 

Commission’s Proposal for a revised Industrial Emission Directive would allow operators testing 

emerging techniques to enhance environmental performance the opportunity to avail of expanded 

regulatory derogations for up to 24 months.150 Given burgeoning interest in anticipatory governance, 

it seems entirely possible that experimentation clauses will also bear fruit in other EU legislative 

contexts. That said, attention to proper design is critical. 

For experimentation clauses to function optimally clarity in purpose and design is crucial. To 

work properly, experimentation clauses need to be precise and subject-specific, delineated to apply 

to a well-defined regulatory scope (both operational and legal), rather than purporting to be all-

purpose, which apart from suffering from uncertainty, would have the potential to undermine 

regulation. If we take the example of a self-driving vehicle, the real-world testing being undertaken 

and its purpose need to be clear (e.g., controlled testing of autonomous vehicles to see how they 

perform on a real road), as well as the regulatory rules that are open to derogation (for example, 

certain rules requiring vehicles to be driven by licensed drivers). 

 
144 On this see France Expérimentation (2023a). 
145 France Expérimentation (2023b). 
146 Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (Germany) (2020). 
147 See, for example, Article 4(5) of the Weights and Dimensions Directive 96/53/EC which enables Member States to 
authorise vehicle use for a trial period during which the Directive’s requirements do not have been complied with. 
148 Industrial Emissions Directive 2010/75/EU (Recast). 
149 Industrial Emissions Directive 2010/75/EU (Recast), Article 15(5). 
150 European Commission (2022b), Article 27b. 
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When providing for experimentation clauses that dilute the impact of regulation, regard ought 

also to be had to the potential risks attendant on derogating from legal requirements that would 

otherwise be considered apt. Risk is inherent in testing emerging technologies and new applications 

and business models. Consequently responsibility and caution are needed. This is aided by providing 

discretion to the authorities as to when is appropriate to provide regulatory flexibility in a given case 

and when it is not. Consistent with this, experimentation clauses for novel technological testing 

purposes should be expressed as permissive rather than mandatory in nature, allowing a case by case 

approach by the competent authority. The authorities can also make use of conditional provisos that 

must be satisfied with a view to safeguarding public interest considerations. Other risk-minimisation 

preconditions for experimentation could be imposed relating to the qualifications and experience of 

relevant personnel, insurance cover and expert assessments. It is also prudent to provide a broad 

power to suspend or revoke an experimentation clause where warranted. 

 

7 Regulatory Learning as a Practice 
 

Within anticipatory governance, regulatory learning goes hand in hand with experimentation and 

iterative policy making activities. in the spirit of anticipatory governance, it is vital to build in ex post 

evaluative review processes including feedback from stakeholders and where appropriate iterative 

tweaking to improve workability and efficacy and to take account of new and emerging insights. 

Iterative policymaking for innovation is succoured by this feedback loop provided by evaluative 

regulatory learning. Building regulatory learning into an anticipatory governance culture can deliver 

policy development and reform efficiencies. Anticipatory governance should avoid the path-

dependent traditional approach of holding multiple, unfocused stakeholder consultations that 

regulators who are more timid around showing leadership on technological innovation may lean on, 

in the process missing the boat on delivering tangible iterative policy development and reflective 

regulatory learning as a practice. By contrast, anticipatory governance takes a leaf out of the 

innovator’s playbook to engage in scaled-down real world testing of the regulatory scheme before its 

operationalisation or refinement. The suitability of far-seeing regulatory schemes can be road-tested 

to assess and refine their suitability before they are put into general operation. This evaluation with 

its attendant regulatory learning can help to future-proof the law by making it more relevant and 

robust. 

Reflecting the spirit of iterative policymaking, changes of direction or policy through 

successive approximation arising from regulatory learning around innovation regulation ought not to 

be conceived of as mistakes. Rather they should be celebrated as contributing to the learning process. 

This coheres with Braithwaite’s encouragement of the process of regulation to be carried out in a 

manner that is collaborative and conversational to ‘build up a shared story book of successes and 

failures that constitutes shared sensibilities’.151 Braithwaite speaks about errors as supplying fodder 

for learning opportunities about how to solve problems.152 This is grist to the mill of iterative 

policymaking and regulation for innovation. In most cases the language of error or mistake is 

misconceived when discussing iterative policy development so long as the solution pursued was the 

best available one based on agreed collaborative and informed participatory foresight practices. 

Within anticipatory governance, arguably the only real regulatory policy failures that could arise from 

attempting to proactively address fast-moving technological innovation through dynamic policy 

approximation would be (i) failure to properly prepare using the available tools of anticipatory 

 
151 Braithwaite (2008), p. 59. 
152 Braithwaite (2008), p. 59. 
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governance such as regulatory foresight; and (ii) failure to study the learning insights that the failure 

delivers and to use them to inform the next response or policy iteration. Of course not all outputs of 

anticipatory governance are policy instruments. It is entirely legitimate that the regulatory learning 

from a policy lab that is leveraging regulatory foresight at the leading-edge may be a conclusion that 

it remains too early to progress a policy agenda and that further research is required on the 

technological innovation and its application before there is a readiness to engage at a policy level. 

Nonetheless, future learning demands that an anticipatory governance culture should humbly reflect 

in order to retrospectively identify opportunity failings–instances of omission to develop policy 

options in a timely fashion to support anticipatory innovation.153 

It needs to be emphasised that anticipatory governance and with it the era of meaningful 

regulatory learning as part of a continuous cycle of anticipatory governance and regulatory 

experimentation around innovation is still slowly dawning. It is early days in relation to harvesting the 

kind of learning that strategic regulatory foresight and measures such as regulatory sandboxes, pilot 

regulation, policy labs and experimentation clauses offer. However, as exemplified in the DLT Pilot 

regime discussed earlier,154 some beacons are emerging of traditional and leisurely and top-down 

policymaking being bypassed in favour of an experimental, small-scale, evidence-based modelling 

approach to policy design that efficiently gathers evidence from the ground and evaluates it before 

deciding how to proceed. Within anticipatory governance, policymakers should also interrogate 

instrument choices such whether hard regulation is in fact an appropriate response to emergent or 

emerging innovation.155 Adaptable rules and standards may be more suited to deftly handling such 

innovation rather than the blunt edge of legislation. 

As regards regulatory learning becoming more embedded in regulatory ecology, the European 

Union’s leadership and models may help Member States to make the shift to adapt their regulatory 

culture and processes for iteration and regulatory learning. The Joint Research Centre of the European 

Commission has led out on the use of policy labs at EU level and its work has provided regulatory 

learning that assists the European Commission in its policy agenda. An article co-authored by two 

members of staff at the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre discussing the #Blockchain4EU 

project, examined its potential policy impacts as well as other dimensions such as economic, social, 

environmental and technical.156 This showed that forward-looking physical prototypes developed for 

the #Blockchain4EU project to model scenarios and strategic policy recommendations around the 

future of blockchain of policy value, a fact acknowledged by the European Parliament in its Resolution 

on DLTs and blockchain.157 Furthermore, the project’s perspectives influenced the development of a 

funded initiative of the European Commission for development of blockchain applications for SMEs,158 

and separately the Commission’s thinking on how blockchain could assist with transparent and 

resilient supply chains and with intellectual property rights.159  

More formal EU regulatory learning from regulatory experimentation is set to come. The 

European Union plans to use insights gained from the 3 year DLT pilot when considering devising a 

more ambitious EU legislative framework for DLT in capital markets.160 The use of the experiment for 

DLT developers and other stakeholders to provide broad, evidence-based future regulatory learning 

for legislative and supervisory purposes is made plain in the Recitals to the DLTPR which indicate that 

regulatory learning in relation to the opportunities and risks concerning crypto-assets as financial 

 
153 Roberts (2018). 
154 DLT Pilot Regulation (EU) 2022/858. 
155 Emergent innovation is further back on the journey through the innovation lifecycle than emerging innovation. 
156 Pólova and Nascimento (2021).  
157 European Parliament (2018).  
158 European Commission. (2018b).  
159 European Commission (2017).  
160 European Commission (2023d), p. 18.  
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instruments and their underlying technologies will inform the question of making changes to the law 

to provide a fit for purpose regulatory framework. This shows the EU’s commitment to expressly 

embracing regulatory learning as a reflective practice. 

 

8 How Do We Evaluate Anticipatory Governance and its Impacts?  
 

It must be acknowledged that there are a number of challenges to evaluating anticipatory governance 

and its costs and benefits. First, assessing the impact of foresight-related activities with hindsight is 

certainly premature when the system has not yet had sufficient time to become established. Currently 

the world of anticipatory governance is very much in its infancy, making assessment of how its 

performance problematic in the absence of (i) clear connections with outputs being capable of being 

transparently drawn, and (ii) independent assessment being carried out of anticipatory governance 

systems and agencies. Second, a core challenge in evaluating anticipatory governance is that it is 

resource-intensive but the intensity of the resources devoted does not correspond to linear, tangible 

policy outputs. In terms of a cost-benefit analysis, a regulatory foresight unit demands investing in 

people and other resources but as it is working with trendspotting and identifying and analysing 

potential future scenarios, its actual impacts in a concrete sense may be difficult to judge in the short 

to medium term. 

Cost-benefit analysis can be a useful mechanism for assessing the welfare implications of 

policy or regulatory intervention. Any systematic cost-benefit analysis of anticipatory governance 

would need to consider the direct and indirect impacts of undertaking regulatory foresight and 

anticipatory governance activities. A key question is what benefits does an anticipatory governance 

culture deliver that would not otherwise occur? On one metric, the resources associated with 

anticipatory governance could be measured as a function of the outcomes that result. It can be difficult 

to state what the positive or beneficial effects will be on innovation, competition and productivity. We 

are essentially proceeding from the baseline scenario of what would happen or not happen in the 

absence of regulatory foresight activity and any follow-on consequences. This is difficult given the 

level of uncertainty involved in horizon scanning which means that identification of strong foresight 

signals indicating an associated need for intervention is not necessarily a given. Deciding when to 

regulate is far from an exact science but hesitating too long over devising a perfect regulatory scheme 

is perhaps the worst failing under anticipatory governance which is aimed not at perfection, but 

responsiveness. The real benefit of a regulatory foresight unit is the sense-making, transversal, cross-

policy division advice it can give to policymakers, connecting the dots between a range of things on 

the horizon to empower both strategy and policy decisions.  

Foresight activities involve a huge amount of sifting of information and assessing the strength 

of the signals. This is highly valuable but akin to panning for gold – the ex ante labour needed is 

considerable to yield a nugget that is worth following up on. This is worth doing even if the yield or 

resources is not high. Value for money-style political thinking may bring pressure to show tangible 

results such as policy outcomes. However, in any evaluation of what anticipatory governance has 

delivered in a given system, it would be a mistake to only give weight to evidence of actual policy 

developments around regulating new technologies and their applications. Within anticipatory 

governance, policymakers need to carefully consider when the right time to regulate is. This is all the 

more relevant with cutting-edge innovation. Within a cost-benefit analysis, applying the 

proportionality principle will often buttress the position that ‘doing nothing’, other than maintaining 

a watching brief for the time being, is the most credible policy option.161 The relative strength or 
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weakness of the signal obtained from foresight methodologies is relevant in making such a call in any 

case. Sometimes the right decision at the relevant point in time of the evolution of the innovation is 

that concentrating resources on learning and engaging with industry and stakeholders is all that is 

required so as to learn more about emergent uncertainties and plausible futures. This informed 

determination which anticipatory governance enables is an advance on a purely passive, wait and see 

approach. 

When evaluating impact for anticipatory governance, it is tempting to want to point to a new 

regulatory initiative being prompted that enables commercialisation a new market for goods or 

services. That can sometimes occur. MiCA represents an early outlier in this respect. A market-

enabling policy output is evident in the drive towards MiCA162 beginning with the European 

Commission’s Fintech Action Plan in 2018.163 As Ferreira and Sandner correctly observe, this was about 

far more than filling regulatory gaps around the crypto industry – its objective was ‘to successfully 

embed crypto assets into the fabric of the European economy to harvest the benefits of this innovation 

as much as it is to mitigate its potential risks.’164 In the era of MICA, we can expect to start to see 

market impact as crypto-asset firms seek authorisation as credit institutions in the EU.165 However, as 

already stressed, anticipatory governance impacts are not always tangible regulatory initiatives. Given 

the anticipatory nature of the activities often the benefits may simply be that policymakers are well 

briefed far in advance of any policy intervention being needed. These well-briefed decisionmakers 

then get to make the call on an informed basis as to whether resources should be devoted to the 

phenomenon and when. Activating an anticipatory governance culture means that opportunities can 

be catalysed through developing enabling regulatory frameworks and risks avoided through 

imposition of appropriate constraints. Missteps around determining how to optimally regulate 

technological advancements may be made in anticipatory governance culture, but iterative, 

regulatory experimentation in most cases is likely to trump the alternative of being outpaced through 

passive inaction. Beyond that, anticipated costs and benefits are complex to quantify.  

Anticipatory governance clearly involves empowerment to recognise when it is time to be 

bold and imaginative. Having effective anticipatory governance mechanisms in place depends not just 

on superb foresight activities but also on a willingness for the system to grasp them with both hands 

and to constructively engage with the insights delivered to deliver regulation where this would be an 

apt response. This aspect distinguishes true and effective, joined-up anticipatory governance from a 

mere watching brief assignment. When the time is right, trialling bespoke regulatory frameworks for 

innovation with an effective regulatory learning feedback loop may lead to well-adapted frameworks 

facilitating the needs of nascent industries while also putting in place appropriate guardrails in place 

to protect the public. While earlier adoption of proportionate regulation for innovation than would 

otherwise be the case will likely impose compliance costs for participants in fledgling markets that 

increase the cost of going to market, on the other hand, timely bespoke regulation may give 

confidence and public trust to an emerging industry such as the clean technology sector. Complexities 

arise in that benefits of policy intervention do not fall uniformly: it is a truism that for every market 

player that can capitalise from a policy intervention, others may be negatively impacted as a 

consequence of new working method, business model, product or service coming on stream. 

Moreover, indirect impacts of regulation through differential compliance burdens can have significant 

consequences for competitive advantage.166  
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One could measure anticipatory governance in terms of the opportunity costs associated with 

the alternative option not taken. Here while resources in terms of personnel and time would be saved 

by not embedding a systematic anticipatory governance culture, this would be counterbalanced by 

resultant knowledge gaps and policymakers not directing their attention to making timely, imaginative 

choices about what should happen next including deploying regulatory experimentation mechanisms. 

The associated regulatory delay in response could be considerable in terms of, not just time, but 

ambition in method and outcome. Regulatory foresight can bring innovative products to market more 

expeditiously and develop new markets such as the EU’s bioeconomy.167 But early intervention still 

requires taking a risk. Given that this is sophisticated crystal ball gazing, as the OECD observes, it is 

unsurprising that to date states and regions have largely focused their efforts on key sectors where 

there is an obvious strategic disadvantage to not being surprised – defence, cybersecurity, health and 

agriculture.168 However, we are now at the point where much more is now demanded if private sector 

innovation is to be systematically enabled in a meaningful sense.  

Moving the lens wider, there is a plethora of likely positive impacts for jurisdictions who are 

adaptive and embrace an anticipatory governance culture. Jurisdictions with an anticipatory 

governance culture are more likely to accrue reputational benefits as pro-innovation and to gain first 

mover advantages in attracting leading edge innovators. Anticipatory governance by regulators can 

thus confer strategic advantage on a jurisdiction in the eyes of innovators as compared with a 

jurisdiction that has not embraced it. Furthermore, anticipatory governance mechanism can help to 

consider how technologies can help to tackle grand challenges of our time and far-sighted 

policymaking can constitute a powerful driver of the flow of events including in relation to the green 

transition.  

As yet systematic evaluations of anticipatory governance outcomes are rare. It is useful to 

consider the experience of the EU’s Joint Research Centre which has led out as a pioneer on 

anticipatory governance, feeding into European policymaking. A report on an independent evaluation 

of its impact contains some useful insights into how its performance should be evaluated, including 

around foresight-driven policy work.169 To help address the question of how do we evaluate the impact 

of foresight and anticipatory work, the independent evaluation recommended that the JRC gather 

data on its impact on regulation.170 That seems reasonable. Of course policy responses short of formal 

regulation including pilots and experimentation may be apposite. It was envisaged in the review that 

the JRC should henceforth routinely adopt a proactive role in stimulating EU policymaking discussions, 

supported by its foresight work. A good case was made for a reinforced foresight and anticipation 

capacity to support the European Commission. It was suggested that this would ‘make the JRC more 

effective in helping to shape the policy agenda and make the Commission’s policy work more future 

proof.’171  

While this approach may be accommodated at EU policymaking level, extrapolating to a 

national level, in the absence of a ‘whole of government’ approach which enhances joined up 

policymaking including an anticipatory governance culture, some resistance may be encountered by 

anticipatory governance actors in the form of path dependencies around how policy occurs and which 

actors have active policy making roles rather than briefing roles. This could impede the forward-

oriented approach that is the essence of an anticipatory governance culture. The OECD articulates 

well the concern that anticipatory governance should not be subverted into being normal 

policymaking in that ‘focusing on the overly-practical applications, making anticipatory work compete 
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with business-as-usual activities, and not defending “out there” thinking can make anticipatory 

governance vulnerable to disruption or derailing its use.’172 

It is appropriate to acknowledge that the culture of anticipatory governance for innovation 

envisaged here remains fresh rather than strongly embedded. At this early point in their evolution, 

we do not have an empirical study in relation to the correlation between regulatory experimentation 

projects, knowledge transfer and the impact on policy outcomes in innovation policy and regulation. 

This reflects the newness of anticipatory governance approaches in the policy landscape. Until more 

countries and regions have unequivocally grasped the nettle on anticipatory governance mechanisms, 

trialling regulation around innovation and transparently evaluating it, there is insufficient material for 

scholars to systematically evaluate. In time such a study would assist evaluation of anticipatory 

governance policy regulatory outcomes. This should become feasible and a concern for scholars 

assuming that mechanisms such as pilot regulation and policy labs become more widespread and 

entrenched and their influence on policymaking becomes common. The first step is for anticipatory 

governance to be more widely rolled out and embraced. Scepticism in the corridors of power can 

defeat the potential impact of an anticipatory governance culture. Certainly, while far-removed from 

crystal ball-gazing, future forecasting using regulatory foresight techniques require investment and 

will by definition not always be accurate. Nonetheless, the public interest demands that we engage 

with future-planning for innovation through probing plausible possible futures. The alternative (which 

is the status quo in many jurisdictions) is to soldier on with reactive governance that fails to take the 

long view and can be ‘inattentive to its best options until they have been allowed to slide by.’173 

Making the required leap of faith is arduous but worthwhile. 

The case for welcoming anticipatory governance for innovation is well-made. A well-

functioning anticipatory governance culture should address head on the traditional pacing problem 

where regulatory stances either lag technological innovation or regulate too early. Fuelled by the 

advantage of vision front-loading in the form of regulatory foresight, policymakers not only keep pace 

with innovation but also anticipate what is on the horizon. They are apprised of what may be coming 

down the tracks, its level of technological maturity and the risks and opportunities that may present 

and use that to consider the optimal strategy to take. As systematic anticipatory governance beds 

down, adaptive, prescient policymaking should constitute the most tangible impact. In the process the 

trope dismantled by Mazzucato of the ‘boring, lethargic State versus a dynamic private sector’ will be 

dispelled.174  

 

 

9 Conclusion 
 
This article has sought to expand doctrinal debate and advance scholarship on innovation policy. 

Enabling the roll-out of responsible innovation in a timely fashion constitutes one of the most pressing 

challenges for jurisdictions who want to remain competitive in the innovation race. The new 

anticipatory governance equips states with the right tools to develop a timely, proportionate approach 

to innovation while proactively confronting the pacing problem and the Collingridge Dilemma head 

on. Such an agile ecology uniquely runs the gamut from trend and foresight analysis right up to 

collaborative policy design experimenting and trialling. Although the ingenious concept of anticipatory 

governance is very much new and emerging, it can be concluded that it has manifest potential to 

deliver an agile yet responsible regulatory ecology for innovation.  
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That said, anticipatory governance involves a challenging step change in regulatory approach. 

This article has focused on a variety of tools and foundations needed to build a strong anticipatory 

governance regulatory culture Three core elements have been framed here as forming the triumvirate 

of a robust and nimble anticipatory governance system – regulatory foresight, regulatory 

experimentation and regulatory learning. Furthermore, five guiding principles for agile anticipatory 

governance as a culture have been posited. More broadly, the new anticipatory governance culture 

must be underpinned by a paradigm shift in regulatory culture and as discussed here, an alignment of 

the right architecture for anticipatory governance with a public sector that is equipped to innovate 

and reflect. The impact of anticipation and experimentation will be augmented by a cohesive culture 

of networked anticipatory governance which is deeply reflective. It is also worth remembering that an 

anticipatory governance regulatory culture is a continuing, reflective journey rather than a 

destination.  

This article has also sought to probe the complex question of how anticipatory governance 

should be evaluated and has identified a number of challenges. It would be a mistake to evaluate 

anticipatory governance solely by seeking solely to identify results that constitute high hanging fruit 

in the form of adopted regulation. Anticipatory governance is about so much more than that. 

Moreover, where they occur, policy interventions arrive at the furthest point not the first point in an 

anticipatory governance arc and at this point in the early emergence of anticipatory governance 

techniques, it is too soon to witness an entrenched impact of the tools of anticipatory governance on 

tangible policy outcomes. Within anticipatory governance, as forms of regulatory experimentation 

bed down, continuous improvement through evaluation and reflection upon regulatory learnings is 

crucial. This is the very essence of experimentation, regulatory learning and iterative policymaking. 

Indeed, a signifier of success will be that as a suitable regulatory policy approximation for applications 

of emerging technologies is reached, forms of regulatory experimentation such as regulatory 

sandboxes, policy labs or experimentation clauses become obsolete in that particular context.175 

Within the European Union, the DLT Pilot and the planned operation of regulatory sandboxes under 

the AI Act each represent major EU landmarks in the inculcation of regulatory experimentation 

techniques for technological innovation from the page to reality. Accordingly, their efficacy in practice 

will need to be scrutinised in due course. 

Within the spirit of anticipatory governance, we must judge developments not only with the 

360 degree perfection of hindsight, but also with foresight. The expectation is that governments that 

are forward-thinking around innovation and keen to attract innovators will be open to rework their 

policymaking structures to incorporate aspects of anticipatory governance culture so as to benefit 

from the transdisciplinary wisdom that comes from strategic regulatory foresight, policy labs and 

other forms of future scenario policy design and iterative policymaking. The Joint Research Centre 

constitutes a beacon for anticipatory governance activities from which other Member States can 

benefit and learn. Furthermore, the European Union’s prescient role as flagbearer should hasten buy-

in to anticipatory governance. Looking ahead it is likely that we will increasingly see formal drivers in 

the form of EU frameworks that enable both innovators and regulators to experiment, test and learn. 

To conclude, anticipatory governance may be new but the benefits of anticipating what comes next 

both to stay ahead of the innovation curve and to shape it are undeniable. 
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